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Abstract
The purpose of the economic evaluation reported in this paper was to determine the potential benefits of the Cotton CRC’s scientific research to the Australian cotton industry. It was considered that the main effect of the Cotton CRC’s research was to increase the scale and intensity of research and to expedite the delivery of new technologies to the cotton industry through the provision of additional research funding and by reinforcing the collaborative links that exist among Australian cotton research institutions. Estimates are made of the potential benefits to the Cotton CRC’s five main scientific programs (diseases, insects, soils, water and weeds) and the entire Cotton CRC using well-recognised economic modelling methods that have been adopted in recent economic evaluations of other agricultural CRCs and of the large-scale research programs supported by the Australian Government. The results of this evaluation indicate that the Cotton CRC could generate significant economic benefits to the Australian cotton industry where its research programs lead to increases in industry productivity by promoting faster rates and higher levels of new technology adoption. Evaluating the cotton CRC as a full entity generates maximum estimated potential economic benefits with a NPV of $1,067.2 million and a BCR of 7.8:1, yielding a marginal or incremental benefit (the difference between the NPV estimates for the with- and without- Cotton CRC scenarios) of $1,070.1 million and an incremental BCR 6.8:1. Sensitivity-testing of key assumptions indicated that the results are the most sensitive to the assumptions regarding industry productivity growth, adoption ceiling and lag values. The overall result of the sensitivity analysis is that the positive benefit-cost outcomes of this evaluation of the Cotton CRC remain robust despite the large reductions in NPV and BCR values that can result from using parameter value assumptions that are significantly lower than those used in the base evaluation.
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</tr>
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<td>Research and development</td>
</tr>
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Executive Summary

The Cotton Catchment Communities Cooperative Research Centre (Cotton CRC) commenced operations in October 2005 and will have received Commonwealth and industry funding totalling about $71.8 million by the end of its seven-year period in mid-2012. The Cotton CRC has also received in-kind contributions from core and supporting parties with an approximate value of $113.6 million. The current Cotton CRC follows two previous CRCs in the Australian cotton industry that operated between 1993 and 2005.

The current Cotton CRC has five main programs; The Farm, The Catchment, The Communities, The Product and The Adoption. Its overall mission statement is to “provide high quality collaborative research, education and adoption activities which benefit the Australian cotton industry, regional communities and the nation.” The stated purpose of the Cotton CRC is to “facilitate the delivery of a cotton industry that:

- adopts world’s best practice in production, environmental and catchment management,
- secures international competitiveness using research to increase yield and fibre quality, and
- generates improved social and economic conditions in cotton communities.”

(Cotton CRC 2009)

An important measure that the Commonwealth Government will use to judge the Cotton CRC’s ultimate success will be that it has generated a sound economic return to all stakeholders from its public funding (Vere et al. 2005).

The purpose of the economic evaluation reported in this paper was to determine the potential benefits of the Cotton CRC’s scientific research to the Australian cotton industry to demonstrate that its research investments have delivered properly measured economic benefits to Australian taxpayers and industry stakeholders. An
integrated economic modelling system that was previously adopted in evaluating two other rural CRCs in Australia was adapted to evaluate the potential impacts on the producers and consumers of cotton products. An emphasis was to demonstrate that improved technologies in cotton production and product development can benefit not only producers but also the consumers of cotton products whose taxes provide the bulk of funding to public research agencies such as the Cotton CRC.

It was considered that the main effect of the Cotton CRC’s Farm program research was increasing the scale and intensity of research and expediting the delivery of new technologies to the cotton industry through the provision of additional research and extension funding and by reinforcing the collaborative links that exist among Australian cotton research institutions. Considering the role of the Cotton CRC in this context enabled the definition of a realistic with-CRC evaluation scenario under which the potential benefits from the CRC’s research programs could be measured and compared to the benefits that could flow from similar research programs that might be undertaken in the future. The definition of a “counterfactual” without-CRC scenario follows the expectation that most of the areas of research involved in the Farm programs would have continued to be undertaken in the absence of the Cotton CRC, but at a lower level of funding and over much longer periods. Both the with and without-CRC scenarios reflect the generally unfavourable seasonal conditions over the last ten years have impacted heavily on the Australian cotton industry with substantially reduced plantings and corresponding reductions in grower levies for funding industry research and development.

The research evaluation task was, therefore, to measure the incremental or marginal benefits that could be legitimately attributed to the Cotton CRC through the definition of realistic with- and without-CRC scenarios. These incremental or marginal benefits were estimated as the differences in the benefit levels that could result under those scenarios.

Estimates are made of the potential benefits to the Cotton CRC’s Farm research themes (diseases, insects, soils, water and weeds) and the entire Cotton CRC using well-recognised economic modelling methods that have been adopted in recent economic evaluations of other agricultural CRCs and of the large-scale research
programs supported by the Australian Government. All benefit and costs were jointly evaluated over a 15-year period commencing in 2011-12 using standard benefit-cost analysis (BCA) procedures and a 4 per cent real discount rate. This process utilised the widely used DREAM research evaluation software. The benefit evaluation process encompasses both the production and consumption levels of the cotton industry. This means that there are other elements of benefit that could flow from the Cotton CRC’s research that have not been estimated but would enhance the benefit-cost outcomes if they could be quantified. Such benefits include those to processors and manufacturers, the environment, community resilience, and spill-over benefits to other industries associated with the cotton industry.

The results of this evaluation indicate that the Cotton CRC could generate significant economic benefits to the Australian cotton industry where its Farm research programs lead to increases in industry productivity by promoting faster rates and higher levels of new technology adoption. Under the with-Cotton CRC scenario, the Farms five research themes yield positive net present values (NPVs) of between $114.1 million for water research and $7 million for disease research, and benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) values between 14.6:1 and 2.9:1. Each of the Farm’s five research theme areas that were evaluated has the potential to generate long-term benefits to the Australian cotton industry. The alternate estimates for the without-Cotton CRC scenario have NPVs between $4.1 million and -$4.7 million, and BCRs between 2.3:1 and -0.15:1. The latter estimates have been strongly influenced by the long periods that the cotton industry researchers and experts (who were consulted for this evaluation) considered were likely to be required for this research to be undertaken in the absence of the Cotton CRC due to funding shortages.

Evaluating the Cotton CRC as a full entity generates potential economic benefits with a NPV of $1,067.2 million and a BCR of 7.8:1, yielding a marginal or incremental benefit (the difference between the NPVs estimates for the with- and without-Cotton CRC scenarios) of $1,070.1 million and an incremental BCR 6.8:1. Hence, the Cotton CRC could return $6.80 in real terms for every $1 of funding and the value of the in-kind contributions it has received over its seven year period. Further sensitivity analysis indicated that these results were robust under a range of mainly negative value changes to the main determinants of the BCA estimates.